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Summary 
Summary of special interest 
Pentewan is historically significant as an industrial mineral port developed in the 18th and 19th century by the Hawkins family of 

Trewithian. It is one of a number of mineral ports established by local landowners to service the mineral and china clay extraction 

industries of the St Austell area. Prior to this industrialisation, the medieval harbour at Pentewan was significant as a fishing station 

and for the export of locally quarried Pentewan stone, used in many of Cornwall’s medieval churches and prestigious buildings.  

Pentewan’s dramatic natural topography is an important part of its unique character, set on a tidal creek at the junction of two 

steeply sided river valleys. The extensive engineering works required to create the harbour and its flushing system continue to be a 

defining feature of the village. The artificial harbour basin (now severed from the sea), its quaysides, the series of flushing 

reservoirs along the river valleys and the line of the mineral tramway linking with St Austell, form important components of a relict 

industrial landscape. Although currently in a neglected and underused condition, an appropriately regenerated harbour has the 

potential to be a powerful positive asset for the village.  

The residential village surrounding the harbour is centred on the formal public space of The Square. 18th and 19th century additions 

comprise a number of linear cottage rows and terraces running along the contour of the valley sides, often on land reclaimed by the 

harbour engineering works. Later detached houses with large gardens are set higher up the enclosing wooded hillsides. The 

architectural interest in the village includes the extensive and unusual use of Pentewan stone in the vernacular cottages, the robust 

industrial architecture of the harbour and a number of limekilns together with more formally designed architecture, such as The 

Terrace and All Saints Church.  

Pentewan is now defined by its tourist economy, with the popular beach and extensive caravan park running the length of the bay.  
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Green river  
valleys, wooded valley  

sides and upper slope fields 
together with terraced gardens 
form an important backdrop to  
the village. Cottage gardens  

are also significant   

Important surviving  
harbour ephemera and historic 
surfaces add authenticity and 
richness.  Current public realm 

treatment of The Square and harbour 
basin detract from the special 

character and present opportunities 
for enhancement 

Tucked away  
coastal setting at the junction of 

two steeply sided river valleys and 
the estuary mouth  Initial shoreline  

settlement around a tidal creek 
expanded on reclaimed ground 

within the valley floors following the 
construction of the artificial harbour 

basin and in tiers of hillside 
development up the steep  

valley sides  
 

Historic mineral port  
now dominated by a tourist 

economy centred on a sizable 
caravan park to the south and  

the long sandy beach  

PENTEWAN 
IS A SPECIAL PLACE 

Dominated b  the  
robust industrial architecture of the 
currently neglected and underused 

harbour and early 19th century 
vernacular cottage rows. The listed 

Terrace and All Saints Church are more 
formally designed buildings.   

Extensive use of light grey / buff 
Pentewan Stone  

y

Broad panoramas  
and views over the harbour from 
the upper slopes, with enclosed 

settlement views across the  
valley floors  
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Negative features and issues 
The appraisal has identified the following negative features or 

issues adversely affecting the special character of the 

conservation area: 

• The current neglected condition and under use of the 

harbour and the wider historic industrial landscape. 

• Poor connections and limited footpaths between key 

elements of the village, in particular the poor inter-

relationship between The Square and the harbour basin.  

• Public realm issues – particularly the treatment of The 

Square, and harbour areas.  

• Traffic congestion during the summer season, pressure on 

car parking provision and the negative impact of traffic 

management measures.  

• The incremental loss of traditional architectural features 

due to inappropriate alterations to historic buildings.  

• ‘Anywhere’ new development that fails to respect and 

enhance the special character of the village.  

• The visual impact of the caravan park.  

• The threat from climate change.  

Management proposals 
The protection and enhancement of the special character of 

the conservation area depends on the positive conservation 

management of the settlement. In addition to the existing 

national statutory legislation and local planning policy controls 

the following management proposals are recommended: 

• Extend the conservation area to include additional areas of 

special architectural and historic interest.  

• Consideration of a register of locally important historic 

buildings.  

• Consideration of the introduction of an Article 4(2) Direction 

to protect significant historic features and details of unlisted 

dwellings within the conservation area.  
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• Partnership work to bring forward and secure the 

appropriate redevelopment of the harbour to safeguard the 

significant historic complex and re-establish it as the vibrant 

heart of the village.  

• Ensure that all new development in the conservation area is 

sustainable, high quality, well designed 21st century 

architecture that responds to its historic context.  

• Promote and improve the interconnection of key areas of 

the settlement to ensure that the village operates as an 

integrated whole.  

• Promote measures that reduce the negative impact of 

traffic and traffic management in the conservation area.  

• Public realm enhancements, particularly within The Square 

and around the harbour basin.  

• Promote and improve the important links between the 

conservation area and its surrounding natural environment. 

Safeguard and positively manage the harbour-flushing 

reservoirs in the St Austell Valley and reduce the negative 

impact of the caravan park through environmental 

enhancement.  

• Promote and celebrate the special architectural and historic 

interest of Pentewan.  

• Respond to the challenge of climate change.  
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1 Introduction 
 
 
What is a conservation area? 
A conservation area is ‘an area of special architectural or 

historic interest the character or appearance of which it is 

desirable to preserve or enhance’. 

Section 69 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation 

Areas) Act 1990.  

What does conservation area status mean? 
Conservation area status provides the opportunity to promote 

the protection and enhancement of the special character of 

the defined area. Designation confers a general control over 

development that could damage the area’s character with 

strengthened controls covering the demolition of buildings, 

minor development and the protection of trees.  

Change is inevitable in most conservation areas and it is not 

the intention of the designation to prevent the continued 

evolution of places. The challenge within conservation areas 

is to manage change in a way that maintains, reinforces and 

enhances the special qualities of the area.  

What is the purpose of this appraisal? 
This appraisal seeks to provide the basis for making informed, 

sustainable decisions in the positive management, protection 

and enhancement of the Pentewan conservation area. 

Initial chapters provide a brief account of the historic 

development of the settlement and an analysis of its special 

character. Subsequent sections identify negative features and 

issues that detract from the area and outline management 

proposals.   

This appraisal follows the current guidance set out by English 

Heritage in the 2006 publication ‘Guidance on conservation 

area appraisals’.  

The appraisal is not intended to be comprehensive and the 

omission of any particular building, feature or space should 

not be taken to imply that it is of no interest.  
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Planning policy context 
This appraisal should be read in conjunction with the wider 

national, regional and local planning policy and guidance. 

Relevant documents include: 

• Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 
1990 

• Planning Policy Guidance 15: Planning and the Historic 
Environment 

• Planning Policy Guidance 16: Archaeology and Planning 
(PPG15 and PPG16 are due to be replaced with a 
combined document PPS5 Planning for the Historic 
Environment in the near future) 

• Cornwall Structure Plan 2004, particularly Policy 2 
Character Areas, Design and Environmental Protection 

• Restormel Borough Council’s Local Plan 2001-2011, 
particularly Chapter 5 Environment and Conservation and 
Chapter 21 Pentewan and the Harbour Regeneration 
Policy SA43.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Local Plan Policy SA43: Pentewan Harbour Regeneration 
Policy 
The following proposals will be permitted in Pentewan: 

1) Renovation of the weighbridge building. 

2) Redevelopment and/or upgrading of the sailing club and 
associated buildings.  

3) Environmental improvements to the harbour area. 

4) Improved footpath access to the beach, including off road 
access from the village car park.  

5) Refurbishment and improvement of the visual appearance of the 
flats (former warehouses) to the east of the harbour.  

6) Environmental improvements to the caravan site to make it less 
intrusive. 

7) Measures to resolve any flooding problems.  

8) Measures to improve and enhance opportunities for sailing and 
other marine based activities in the bay.  
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Previous studies  
Pentewan has been the subject of a number of previous 

studies concerning its historic significance and character and 

proposals for its regeneration. These documents have been 

used to inform this conservation area appraisal and are fully 

referenced in the Sources section of the document. Of 

particular importance are the Cornwall Industrial Settlements 

Initiative (CISI) report for the settlement by The Cahill 

Partnership and Cornwall Archaeological Unit published in 

2002 and the two volume Regeneration Action Plan by Hyder 

Consulting produced for the Pentewan Residents’ Association 

and Restormel Regeneration Partnership in 2004.  

Community involvement and adoption 
A draft version of this appraisal went through a four week 

public consultation process that involved a leaflet drop to all 

households in the conservation area, a public exhibition and 

drop-in session followed by a public meeting at the Village 

Hall on 4 December 2007. Identified stakeholders and 

interested parties were directly notified including councillors 

and officers of the Borough Council and County Council, 

Pentewan Village Trust and Pentewan Sands. Consultees 

were encouraged to have their say and send their comments 

to the council, with response forms provided in the mailing 

and at the open day event. The consultation was advertised 

through the mailing, with posters in the village and through a 

press release. The draft appraisal and response form was 

made available through the Council’s website and paper 

copies were available to view at the exhibition, the Ship Inn, 

the local library and the Council offices.  

The consultation responses were evaluated and the appraisal 

was amended in light of comments received. This document 

was endorsed by Restormel Borough Council in March 2008. 

It was formally endorsed by the Policy and Scrutiny 

Committee 4 at the meeting of 28th February 2008 and by the 

Cabinet at the meeting of 17th March 2008. The appraisal will 

be a material consideration when applications for change 

within the conservation area or its setting are considered by 

the Council.   
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Pentewan conservation area 
The Pentewan conservation area was designated by 

Restormel Borough Council in 1977. The current designated 

area largely covers the extent of the settlement to the east of 

Pentewan bridge including the harbour complex, residential 

core, an area of the beach and a number of surrounding 

fields.  
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Conservation area location: within the wider borough (top left), in the surrounding local vicinity 
(bottom left) and the existing conservation area boundary (above) 
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2 Location and context 
 
 
Pentewan is located on the south coast of mid Cornwall within 

the boundary of the Central 2 area of Cornwall Council. It is 

situated on Mevagissey Bay, two miles north of Mevagissey 

and four miles south of St Austell, close to the B3273 that 

links the two larger settlements.  

The South-West Coastal Path runs through the village and the 

historic mineral tramway that linked the harbour with St 

Austell, is now used as a popular cycle trail.  

Activity and use 

Pentewan’s historic industrial activity, based around the 

harbour, has shaped the character of the present settlement. 

The harbour remains the heart of the settlement but is no 

longer connected to the sea. In its present neglected state, the 

dominant historic industrial landscape is a wasted asset and 

gives the village an air of dereliction.  

Today, no longer an industrial settlement, the village is a 

residential and holiday centre with a growing number of 

holiday cottages and second homes. It is somewhat dwarfed 

by the extensive caravan and camping park that runs the 

length of Pentewan Beach. The influx of visitors and 

temporary residents produces a significant seasonal variation 

in the character of the settlement. Commercial enterprises 

focus on tourist and leisure markets with gift shops, cafes, a 

pub, water sports centres and a cycle hire business. There 

are excellent connections with the surrounding countryside 

with the coastal path, the mineral tramway leisure trail and a 

network of footpaths and bridleways.  

Topography 

Pentewan is located at the junction of two steeply sided river 

valleys, where the Pentewan Stream in the Glentowan valley, 

meets the St Austell River (also known as the White River), 

and flows into the sea. The Peruppa Stream, a third  
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watercourse, lies to the west of the conservation area and 

drains into the St Austell River.  

 

The remains of a heavily industrialised landscape overlie this 

dramatic natural topography, artificially reclaimed ground and 

alluvial deposits mask the earlier landscape of marshy tidal 

inlets. Upstream mineral and china clay extraction has silted 

the river valleys and the extensive engineering designed to 

service the artificial harbour basin has significantly altered the 

natural terrain.  

 

Topography of the tidal creek and river valleys 

Village and harbour location on the northern edge of the 
cove, view south east (CCC, Historic Environment, ACS 
1538) 

The dramatic topography has shaped and constrained the 

development of the village. The earliest core of the settlement 

developed on the northern edge of the junction of the rivers, 

sheltered by rising ground to the north and east. Later 

development runs along the contour of the valleys, in tiered 

layers set up the sloping hillsides.  

To the south, the landscape is more open. A flat area of 

former sand dunes called the Winnick runs the length of 

Pentewan Beach and now holds the extensive caravan park.  
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Landscape setting 

The wider landscape setting is of a dispersed settlement 

pattern of farms, hamlets and small villages within an 

agricultural landscape defined by the Cornwall Historic 

Landscape Characterisation as largely of ‘Anciently Enclosed 

Land’ (medieval), ‘Steeply Sided Valleys’ and ‘Coastal Rough 

Ground’. Pentewan falls within the Gerrans, Veryan and 

Mevagissey Bays character area (CA40) in the emerging draft 

of the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Landscape Study.  

Geology 

‘Pentewan stone’ is one of Cornwall’s finest building stones, a 

fine grained elvan ranging in colour from light grey to cream or 

buff. The stone was quarried from at least the 13th century 

from a linear seam deposit running from the Glentowan valley, 

0.5km to the north of the conservation area, to the cliffs at 

Polrudden Cove, c0.5 km to the north east of Pentewan. The 

remains of quarries are still visible, but are not currently being 

worked.   

It is one of the best free stones suitable for carving in the 

county and as a result was used in most major churches and 

many secular buildings in Cornwall, especially in the 15th 

century, for example the ornately carved church tower at St 

Austell. The stone was exportation by boat from Pentewan 

harbour and a later purpose-built jetty at Polrudden Cove.  

Surrounding the elvan seam, the underlying geology of the 

area is of Devonian gritstones and slate locally referred to, by 

a traditional mining term, as ‘killas’.  

Setting of the conservation area 

The setting of the conservation area is predominantly of 

agricultural land with coastal fields laid to pasture on the 

upper slopes running down to the wooded river valleys. To the 

south, Pentewan Sands Caravan and Camping Park 

dominates the landscape with its linear configurations running 
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Historic environment designations the length of the beach. To the north of the beach, dramatic 

cliffs contrast with the golden sands.  
The current historic environment designations within the 

conservation area are: 
To the west, currently outside the conservation area is a group 

of historic buildings that forms the entrance to the village. 

Historic buildings include the former Board School, a listed 

pump house relating to a tin streaming enterprise and a bone 

and gristmill currently in use as a petrol station. On the 

opposite side of the B3273, are Barton Farm and Rock 

Cottage, both grade II listed properties.  

• There are no scheduled monuments.  

• The following buildings are currently listed, all are of Grade 

II status: 

4 and 6 North Road 
14-22 North Road 
32-36 North Road  
4-8 Church Row, The Terrace 
Church of All Saints, The Terrace 
Well House and Pump at the rear of 5 Church Row, The 
Terrace 
Bridge over St Austell River 
Harbour quays 

 

 

 

 

 

 • Pentewan lies within the Cornwall Area of Outstanding 

Natural Beauty (AONB).   
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3 Historic development 
Historic interest 

 

 

 Pentewan originated as a medieval agricultural manor 
and port - first recorded in Domesday (1086), with 

evidence of a harbour in 1302. The medieval economy 

focused on fishing, agriculture, tin streaming, milling and 

the quarrying and export of Pentewan Stone.  

 In 1744 Sir Christopher Hawkins developed an artificial 
harbour basin. He also built a number of fish cellars to 

capitalise on the expanding pilchard industry. Harbour 

trade had also developed to service the surrounding 
mines and streamworks.  

 By the early 19th century the harbour had silted up and 

fallen into decay. Between 1818 and 1826, Sir 
Christopher Hawkins built a new harbour on the site of 

this Grandfather’s 18th century development. As well as 

fishing and servicing the mines, the new harbour was built 

for the export of china clay and china stone and in 1829 

the harbour was linked to St Austell, close to the clay 

district, by a mineral tramway.  

 Hawkins also built extensively on the reclaimed land 
around the harbour, more than doubling its extent 
during the early 19th century. Developments included 

North Road, Glentowan Road, the creation of the Square 

and The Terrace, including All Saints Church.  

 Late 19th century decline - silting remained an ongoing 

issue and ultimately Pentewan could not compete with the 

larger and better-connected neighbouring harbours of 

Charlestown, Par and Fowey, and fell into decline. 

 During the 20th century tourism became the main 

economic focus of the village with the development of 

Pentewan Sands Caravan and Camping Park.  
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Prehistoric 

There is evidence of prehistoric settlement in the surrounding 

area, but no prehistoric discoveries have been recorded within 

the conservation area. Human and faunal remains have been 

recovered in the river valley several metres below later alluvial 

deposits and possible evidence for a wooden causeway 

across the sands was documented in 1818. Evidence of an 

Iron Age and Romano-British enclosure or ‘Round’ (a 

defended farmstead) is recorded on the hilltop overlooking the 

village.  

Medieval ‘Porthbentewen’ 

Pentewan is first recorded in Domesday (1086), as 

‘Bentewion’ containing the Cornish element ‘ben’ meaning 

foot and ‘tewyn’ an earlier name for the St Austell River. The 

Domesday manor was centred on Barton Farm, in 

Mevagissey parish, rather than the area of the current village 

that lies in St Austell parish and Tewynton manor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Pentewan Stone quarry, running from the Glentowan valley to Polrudden 
Cove with earthwork remains of the possibly medieval track to the harbour 
© Cartographic Engineering. All rights reserved. 

The first reference to a port is in 1302 when the name 

‘Porthbentewen’ is used, containing the element ‘porth’ 

meaning ‘cove, harbour or gateway’. Early economic activity 

focused on fishing, agriculture, tin streaming, milling (with a 

mill recorded in the 14th century), and from at least the 13th 

century, on the quarrying and export of Pentewan Stone. 
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Quarrying during this period was probably in the Glentowan 

valley rather than at the later coastal quarry at Polrudden, to 

the east.    

In 1549 Leland notes the settlement as a ‘sandy bay witherto 

fischer boottes repair for socour……..Here issuith out a praty 

river’. The medieval harbour utilised the sandy beach and the 

tidal inlet of the Glentowan valley. The natural shoreline was 

originally in the vicinity of West End and along Glentowan 

Road, and the area behind The Ship is still known as ‘The 

Rocks’ recalling the original foreshore. The medieval core of 

the settlement focused around Higher West End and the west 

side of the later Square area.  

17th century - harbour servicing the mines 

In 1693 Cornwall’s first copper smelter was established at 

Polrudden. The location is unknown but a site at the foot of 

Pentewan Hill, below Polrudden, is one possibility, close to 

the harbour for imported coal to fuel the process and to export 

the finished product. Analysis of the surviving industrial 

structures along North Road, currently interpreted as lime 

kilns, may yield further information.  

The venture was short-lived ending in 1697 due to a 

combination of poor management, dishonesty and the poor 

location in relation to what became the main copper mining 

areas in west Cornwall. However, it indicates the expanding 

economic activity based on servicing the mines further up the 

valley. Polgooth mine, c3 miles to the north west, was already 

established in the 16th century and, by 1700, was one of the 

largest mines in Cornwall. Trade through the harbour 

developed to service the needs of the mines.  

18th century – Sir Christopher Hawkins’ 

harbour development 

By the mid 18th century Pentewan was relatively flourishing, 

based on fishing, quarrying, tin streaming and servicing the 

nearby mines. In 1739 Tonkin wrote ‘It is a handsome village 

and in good seasons great stores of fish are brought in here. 

….Pentewan would form a pretty port were it not for the bar of 
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sand made by the waste brought down from tin works, so that 

small craft can get in and then only at spring tides…..’.  

In 1744, in an attempt to overcome the problems of silting and 

to exploit the expanding pilchard industry and mining boom, 

Sir Christopher Hawkins of Trewithian, Pentewan’s landlord, 

built an artificial harbour basin with associated fish cellars and 

ore quays. This development was on the site of the present 

day basin, making use of the natural tidal creek.  

Hawkin’s development set a pattern that was to be followed 

by other local landowners and industrialists in the St Austell 

area. Competing mineral ports were later developed at 

Charlestown, by Charles Rashleigh between 1792-1799, and 

at Par, by Joseph Treffry between 1829-1835. Pentewan’s 

subsequent development was closely tied to these harbours 

and that at Fowey.  

By the end of the 18th century the settlement had expanded to 

include the block of foreshore development around the Ship 

Inn (first documented in 1749 and likely made possible by the 

creation of the 1744 harbour providing firm footings in the 

area) and development along West End, with the bridge 

dating to the end of the 18th century.  

Early 19th century – Hawkins’ harbour 

redevelopment and settlement expansion 

By the early 19th century the harbour had become dilapidated 

and had fallen into decay. Debris from the upstream mines 

and streamworks continued to be an issue, causing silting in 

the harbour and leading to flooding in the village.   

Between 1818 and 1826, stimulated by the flourishing new 

china clay industry and the continuing potential of the pilchard 

fishery, Sir Christopher Hawkins built a new harbour on the 

site of his Grandfather’s 18th century venture. The basin and 

its entrance were deepened and quays and sea gates 

constructed, together with a pier/breakwater designed to 

protect the harbour entrance and separate the basin from 

river-borne silt. A reservoir was excavated in the Glentowan 

valley to maintain water levels and flush silt out of the harbour.  
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The natural rock face was cut back on the east side of the 

basin to form a quayside and industrial warehouses were 

constructed, some originally used as fish cellars and later 

used as grain stores. A counthouse, later the harbourmaster’s 

office and house, was built to the south by the dock gates. 

The west side of the basin was known as Iron Ore Quay, the 

south side was used to unload china clay and the north for 

coal.  

In 1829 a horse-drawn tramway was opened forming a crucial 

transportation link to St Austell. Lack of funds stopped the line 

being extended further into the china clay area, linking directly 

to the clay pits. This was to be a major factor in the eventual 

demise of the port.  

Undated historic view of The Square with historic shopfronts 
and iron railings (reproduced courtesy of G Prettyman) 
 

Undated historic view of the harbour, looking west, note 
the triangular iron ore quay (reproduced courtesy of G 
Prettyman) 

 

 

At the same time as the harbour redevelopment, Hawkins also 

built extensively in the village, more than doubling its extent. 

Much of this development was possible due to the land 

reclamation resulting from the engineering related to the 

harbour. The damming and construction of the reservoir in the 

Glentowan valley reclaimed marsh land around the original 
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creek enabling the development of North Road and 

Glentowan Road and the creation of The Square, partly built 

on the retaining wall of the reservoir. This development was 

probably carried out in the late 1820s and early 1830s.  

Higher up the sloping hillsides (and social hierarchy), The 

Terrace was developed in the 1820’s and marketed as 

‘Houses fit for the occupation of Captains of vessels and their 

families’. Its location, overlooking the hive of activity of the 

new harbour was a most fashionable view. Incorporated into 

the development was All Saints Church, a chapelry of St 

Austell, provided by Hawkins in an attempt to draw the 

inhabitants back from the non-conformist chapels in the 

village. The first non-conformist meetings were recorded in 

the 18th century, with the first purpose-built Methodist chapel 

built in 1820 as part of the Glentowan Road developments. All 

Saints was not an initial success, used for services for only a 

short period before being converted for use as a sail loft and 

carpenters shop. In 1878 the building was repaired and 

returned to its original use and remains a place of worship 

today.  

The tithe map of 1842 shows the extent of the village after this 

early 19th century development.  

Despite the investment, the railway and harbour had only 

modest success. After initial promise, with Pentewan handling 

a third of the Cornish china clay export in 1831 and looking 

set to take over from Charlestown, the harbour had already 

slipped to handling only a tenth of the trade by 1838. Much of 

the trade the harbour did secure was due to the pits owned by 

Hawkins himself. He leased land to adventurers with the 

proviso that exported products would be shipped through his 

harbour at Pentewan. With silting a continuous issue, 

Pentewan was unable to compete with the increasingly 

improved rival harbours of Charlestown, Par and Fowey. The 

harbour became, in effect, an overflow port to its neighbours. 

These rivals were generally deeper, larger and less prone to 

silting, accommodating a greater number of boats and larger 

vessels with superior rail connections direct to the extraction 

sites.  
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Top right: Tithe map of 1842 (extract from St Austell parish tithe map) 
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Right: Historic development mapping (after the CISI report) 

1st edition Ordnance Survey, 1:25, 000 c1880 
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Industrial Pentewan: 
Pentewan’s harbour trade and other industries have shaped 

today’s settlement: 

Harbour trade – Common imported cargoes include timber, 

salt, tallow, grain, bones and coal (imported to supply the 

needs of the local mines, clayworks, St Austell gasworks and 

local coal merchants). Pentewan stone, sand and ironstone 

were exported together with fish, mineral ores, china clay and 

china stone.  

The mill – first recorded in the 14th century, by the 18th 

century it was in use as a grist and bone mill. Bones were 

imported through the harbour with a water wheel powering a 

series of vertical crushing stamps pounding the bones into a 

fertiliser. The site of the mill is outside the conservation area 

and is currently a petrol station.  

Tin streaming – the Happy Union streamworks, by Pentewan 

Bridge, was in operation between 1780-1837. The site is 

currently outside the conservation area and its listed pump 

house survives.  

Limekilns – limestone was imported from Plymouth to be 

burnt for the production of lime for use in building works and 

as a fertiliser. Pentewan had a number of limekilns throughout 

the village and surrounding area, remains of two kilns can be 

seen on North Road and there is a listed example to the south 

at Sconhoe. Others were located at Hay Farm, West End.   

 

 

 
  

Archaeological deposits and historic 
elements of the mill are likely to 
survive in the garage complex  

 

 

 

 

 
Listed 18th century pump house of 
the Happy Union streamworks  

Converted remains of a lime kiln, 
North Road 

Former fish cellars and 
warehouses survive on the east 
quay of the harbour basin 
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Mid-late 19th century – harbour silting and 

decline 

The 1850s were the peak years of economic activity in 

Pentewan and a substantial number of local ship owning 

families were established in the village by this period. Records 

of the population detail ship owners, brokers and mariners. 

Mid and late 19th century developments in the village mainly 

consisted of improvements to community facilities and the 

construction of individual properties within the existing 

settlement boundary. The Board School designed by Cornish 

architect Silvanus Trevail was built in 1873, a new Wesleyan 

Chapel and Sunday school were added in 1880 and a new 

Bible Christian Chapel in 1889. A number of large houses 

were also built for local ship captains and owners late in the 

century.  

The silting of the harbour continued to be an ongoing problem 

prompting continuous repairs and improvements. In 1849 a 

new flushing reservoir was constructed to the north west of 

the harbour in the St Austell river valley. Despite this by 1868 

the silting was so bad that the harbour was at a virtual 

standstill and the Hawkins family was forced to act once 

again. Between 1870-72 a string of four reservoirs were 

constructed along the St Austell river valley, together with the 

complete refurbishment of the harbour basin, and the 

rebuilding in stone of the long wooden breakwater/pier 

guarding the harbour entrance.  

In 1872 the Pentewan Railway and Harbour Company was 

formed to take advantage of the booming tin industry. This 

was particularly bad timing as mining almost immediately went 

into a slump forcing the company to diversify into china clay 

exportation. The horse-drawn tramline was converted to 

steam traction, and a trestle viaduct system was constructed 

along the south quay for off-loading clay into rows of clay 

sheds with shutes to fill the boats. As a result returns from the 

clay trade at Pentewan increased up to 1877.  

However, the continuous battle with silting, problems 

accommodating the increasing large size of vessels and 

competition from the better connected, larger neighbouring 
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ports meant that while china clay exports increased 

throughout the county, Pentewan’s share gradually declined 

and by 1904 it handled only 2% of the clay trade.  

Early 20th century – diversification and war 

By the end of the First World War, china clay export had all 

but ceased, coal merchants had stopped using the harbour 

and the export of sand from the beach and concrete blocks, 

manufactured on the south quay by the Pentewan Brick and 

Stone Company, had become the economic mainstay of the 

settlement. In 1918/19 the railway and its engines were 

requisitioned by the MoD and the tracks lifted, forcing all 

transportation onto the roads.  

In 1924 the harbour was taken over by a joint 

blockwork/harbour company and the main import became 

cement stored in the warehouses on the east side of the 

harbour where the company also had its offices. The harbour 

continued its slow decline with the last commercial ship finally 

leaving Pentewan in 1940 with a cargo of 300 tons of sand.  

During the Second World War the harbour was taken over by 

the American Army, the beach mined and heavily defended 

and the blockworks converted to making beams for air raid 

shelters. In 1942 two bombs fell on the village destroying the 

Bible Christian Chapel in North Road. A pillbox survives 

overlooking the beach and the remains of a gunpoint is also 

visible on a rocky promontory at the north end of the bay.  

The village became popular during the interwar years as a 

tourist destination. Unlike other industrial harbours turned 

resorts, the mineral tramway had never been used as a 

passenger line, with the exception of Sunday School tea 

treats. Camping on the Winnick had begun by the 1930s and 

Kelly’s directory of 1939 notes that ‘fishing and bathing are 

good’.  

Late 20th century to present – seaside village 

and Holiday Park 

The blockworks continued to expand, but suffered a set back 

in the 1950s when the sea washed away a large area of the  
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Early 20th century view of the harbour and blockworks. 
The large building on the headland was later washed 
away by the sea during a storm (reproduced courtesy of G 
Prettyman) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

company’s buildings during a particularly bad storm. The 

business ceased trading in the 1960s. By that time the major 

economic activity in Pentewan was tourism, and the largest 

single business was the campsite that developed more rapidly 

from the 1950s, gradually taking over parts of the blockworks 

complex.  

Residential development has been another significant 20th 

century development, with typically large detached houses 

and bungalows, constructed on the upper slopes above the 

historic core and as infill plots in the valley floors.   

The harbour and the navigation channel entrance were 

cleared of silt in 1945, but without an economic incentive soon 

silted up once more. The harbour was still in use by small 

craft as late as 1959, and the channel still navigable as late as 

1966, however, at some subsequent point the entrance 

channel was deliberately infilled to form a tidal storm defence 

and the harbour was severed from the sea.  

Flooding has been a relatively frequent occurrence in the 

village, due to its location at the coastal mouth of two rivers. In 
Pentewan Sands Holiday Park. Camping began on the 
Winnick during the early 20th century and was more 
extensively developed from the 1950s
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November 1997 a major flood led to the evacuation of local 

residents and caused considerable damage to the low-lying 

houses in all parts of the village from The Square to West 

End. As a result, a flood relief scheme was initiated by the 

Environment Agency to protect against river flooding. The 

reopening of the harbour was considered as part of this 

scheme but was deemed too expensive and the harbour 

remains sealed from the sea.   

• Harbour related industrial remains: including the sequence 

of harbour quays, engineering works and water 

management measures forming part of the wider harbour 

system, fixtures and fittings. Remains relating to the 

harbour industries, including the fishing industry, china clay 

industry, sand and blockworks and the mineral tramway. 

• Industrial remains within the village: a number of lime kiln 

sites and surviving structures have been identified, the mill 

site is likely to be of archaeological interest, evidence for 

the quarrying of Pentewan stone and tin streaming in the 

river valleys.  

Archaeological potential 

Pentewan has the potential for standing and buried 

archaeological remains relating to its historic development. 

Evidence of the settlement’s origins, evolution and its 

industrial past are present in its below-ground archaeological 

record and in the standing fabric of its buildings.  

• Evidence relating to the settlement and how it originated 

and expanded. Earlier fabric may be concealed behind 

later refronting in standing buildings.  

• There is also potential for discoveries predating the 

settlement, including prehistoric evidence. Remains may be 

well preserved sealed beneath alluvial deposits.   

In particular there is archaeological potential for: 

• Evidence of the original underlying natural topography and 

how it has changed through natural processes and human 

interventions. 
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4 Settlement character 
Essential character 

 

The historic development and topographical location of 

Pentewan has created a settlement with a distinctive 

character. Essential character elements include: 

 The dramatic coastal location: tucked away and 

sheltered, enclosed by hillslopes at the junction of two 

steeply sided river valleys, with an open aspect to the 

southwest overlooking the large sandy bay.   

 The impact of industrialisation on the natural 
topography: Pentewan is a product of its industrial past. 

Much of the settlement is built on reclaimed land formed 

as a result of engineering related to the construction of the 

artificial harbour basin and its flushing system.  

 The continuing dominance of the historic industrial 
landscape.  

 Settlement form: The contrast between the valley floor 

settlement core, with linear cottage rows and formal public 

square, and the upper slope hillside development.  

 Picturesque views: Impressive views into the village 

focus on buildings clustered around the harbour basin and 

up the hillsides. Intimate views across the valleys within 

the settlement and wider landscape views and village 

roofscape views from the upper slopes. 

 The completeness of the historic built environment: 
dominated by the mixture of robust and utilitarian 

industrial architecture of the harbour, surviving lime kilns 

and forge and the residential architecture of plainly 

detailed stone built and stucco fronted vernacular cottage 

rows. Set-piece early 19th century developments are of 

note; the cottages along North Road and the more 

architectural and prestigious development of The Terrace. 

Relatively few public buildings: All Saints Church, a 

number of converted non-conformist chapels and former 

Board School. Shops and businesses trade from 

converted residential and industrial properties.  
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 Extensive use of Pentewan Stone throughout all status 

of buildings. Elsewhere, in the rest of Cornwall and 

beyond, this stone is used sparingly as an expensive 

dressed and carved stone.  

 Good survival of harbour ephemera such as the leat 

sluice mechanisms, rail tracks and granite bollards add 

authenticity. Areas of historic cobbled surfacing survive 

around the village creating richness and texture. Poor 
public realm treatments detract from key areas of the 
village.  

 Small front gardens with stone boundary walls and some 

ornate iron railings are important in the settlement core. 

The larger hillside gardens of the upper village merge 

with the wooded valley sides and form an important 
green backdrop to the village. The beautiful river 
valleys form an immediate connection with the 

surrounding countryside. The extensive beach and 
caravan park run the length of the bay.  

Three Character Areas have been defined within the 

conservation area: 

1. The Square – the principal public open space adjacent to 

the harbour basin, a rectilinear space defined by the 

buildings that formally address it on three sides. Current 

public realm treatment erodes its essential character and 

qualities. Poor interconnection with the harbour.  
2. The Harbour – the relict industrial landscape comprising 

the harbour basin and quaysides, water management 

systems, surviving industrial buildings and ephemera. 

Currently in a neglected and underused condition but with 

the potential to be a powerful positive asset for the village.  
3. The Residential Village – predominantly residential part of 

the village characterised by linear, stone built, vernacular 

cottage rows in the valley floors and larger detached 

properties set higher up the valley sides in private gardens. 

Set-piece speculative developments of the early 19th 

century are a particular feature including the cottages on 

North Road and the more architectural Terrace that 

includes All Saints Church.  
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Spatial analysis 

Topography and settlement form 

Pentewan has a tucked-away, sheltered location, somewhat 

detached from the sea and the surrounding landscape. 

Located at the junction of two steeply sided river valleys, the 

village is strongly enclosed to the north, east and west but has 

an open aspect to the southwest overlooking the flat terrain of 

the former tidal estuary.  

The settlement form is based on a road pattern of a single 

through-route with short residential roads leading from it. 

Roads are built up on one side only, adding to the open 

character of the settlement and its impressive views in and 

out. The bridge crossing at West End forms a strong gateway 

to the village.  

Pentewan initially developed along the shoreline of a more 

prominent tidal creek. Higher West End is probably the 

medieval road that defined the tide line and buildings along it 

may be among the oldest in the village. Later development 

expanded along the valley floors on land reclaimed as the 

result of harbour-related engineering and subsequently 

spread up the enclosing hillsides in tiers of linear 

developments following the contours of the terrain. There is a 

strong contrast between the level-lying, valley bottom, core of 

the settlement and the later hillside development.  

Pentewan is the product of its industrial past and the 

engineered manipulation of the underlying natural topography. 

The character of the settlement is dominated by the neglected 

remnant industrial landscape. The harbour basin forms the 

centrepiece of the village. It is currently cut off from the sea 

and dislocated from the rest of the settlement. Dock gates 

seal the basin from the sand-filled entrance channel and the 

loss of tidal variations in the basin compounds the sense of 

detachment. An early 19th century wall divides the harbour 

from the rest of the village, running from West End to The 

Square. The quaysides have a neglected air, with unmade 

surfaces, underused harbour-related buildings and 

encroaching vegetation. The southern quayside forms a linear 

division between the village and the caravan park and is the 
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The dramatic river valley 
topography shapes 
Pentewan’s settlement form 
with ribbon development 
running along the valley 
floors and the harbour basin 
forming the focus of the 
village. The scale of the 
caravan park dwarfs the 
village.  
 
© 2007 Cartographic 
Engineering. All rights 
reserved. 
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main route of pedestrian access to the beach. A wider 

landscape of engineered water management forms an 

important element of the harbour complex with artificially 

straightened rivers, sluice controlled narrow water channels 

and the overgrown remains of the flushing ponds in both river 

valleys.   

The Square forms the central focus of the residential part of 

the village. This formal public space is defined on three sides 

by buildings directly addressing the central open area. 

Originally it was designed as a rectilinear square overlooking 

the harbour basin, but has become subdivided and 

systematically distanced from the basin and quayside so that 

despite the proximity, the two areas are very separate with 

little interconnection, or even shared views. In the early 19th 

century a boundary wall was erected that bisected the square 

and this division has been strengthened by later development 

along its length, including the defined carriageway linking 

West End and Pentewan Hill, the car parking area, the public 

lavatory block and the waste water pumping station.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tiers of development cover the 
Glentowan Valley hillside 

The habour basin forms the centre 
piece of the village 

The quaysides have a neglected
air. South Quay forms the main 
link to the beach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Square is the principal public 
open space, a formally planned 
area 

  
North Road, a set-piece linear 
ribbon development running along 
the Glentowan Valley 

 

The Square and the harbour are 
poorly connected despite their 
proximity 
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The majority of the residential development of the village is 

laid out in patterns of ribbon development fronting onto the 

roads of the village. West End developed along an historic 

route, but the majority of the rows were purposely laid out as 

planned speculations including Glentowan Road, North Road 

and The Terrace. These linear developments create strongly 

defined buildlines and have a uniformity in plot width. Often 

plots are relatively shallow due to the constraints of the 

terrain. These characteristics give a marked regularity and 

order to the settlement form.  

Detached units of development set in larger plots are the 

another common component of the settlement form, such as 

in areas like Higher West End, the north end of Glentowan 

Road, west side of North Road and upper parts of Pentewan 

Hill. These larger houses have a more varied siting, 

orientation and architectural style and are generally later 

developments.   

 

 

Key views and vistas 
Pentewan enjoys both broad vistas and panoramas and 

shorter, more intimate views of great character and charm. 

Open sweeping skies are a feature of many views. Views tie 

the settlement closely with its surrounding landscape. Key 

views and vistas include: 

• Panoramic views into the settlement along the approach 

road from Mevagissey.  

• Views from the harbour. From this central point every part 

of the village can be seen, with the cluster of valley-floor 

buildings, and the tiered layers of hillside development 

merging with the green backdrop of woods and green fields 

of the upper slopes.  

• Views to, and around, the harbour basin and the relict 

industrial landscape.  

• Views along and across the Glentowan and St Austell river 

valleys. Dominated by the enclosing natural topography, 

trees, lush vegetation and marshland along the river 

channels and glimpses of the flushing pools.  
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• Views out to the wider surrounding landscape; the green 

hills to the west and north, flat caravan park to the south 

and beyond to Penare Point.  

• Views to the sea and beach are surprisingly limited 

considering the proximity to the bay, available only from the 

higher slopes and the south quay.  
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Built environment 

Architectural characteristics 

The built environment of the conservation area includes a 

mixture of residential, industrial, commercial and institutional 

buildings, mostly dating to the 19th century. Earlier structures 

include the 18th century bridge and 5 West End, The Ship, 1-3 

The Rocks and 2 The Square, that are 18th century and 

earlier.  

Common building and structure types are: 

• Ribbon developed residential rows, generally of plain 

architectural detailing, including single fronted cottages, 

such as at North Road, and double fronted houses with 

central doorways and symmetrical facades, like West End.  

• Larger, detached (and semi-detached) residential 

properties set in larger garden plots on the upper slopes of 

the village.  

• Industrial structures and engineered systems relating to the 

harbour. The wharfs show many phases of construction 

and may include elements of the pre 19th century 

arrangements.    

• Commercial, civic and institutional buildings including a 

number of converted non-conformist chapels, All Saint’s 

Church, The Ship Inn and a number of shops and café’s 

mostly in converted residential properties.  

Buildings are generally of two storeys but one of the more 

unusual buildings in the conservation area is 1 The Square, a 

late 19th century three-storey property with attic dormers built 

for a prosperous ship owning family. It towers over the 

neighbouring cottage, 2 The Square, one of earliest surviving 

buildings in the village, and helps define The Square as an 

important place. 3 Higher West End is an adjacent three-

storey property, matching the height of 2 The Square, but less 

prominent due to its set-back location.  

Relatively few of Pentewan’s buildings are listed. Together 

with the harbour and the 18th century bridge, the designated  
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 Built environment  

analysis Key:     Principal listed building       Historic building (surviving building shown on 2nd edition OS map c1907 and significant later 
structures, some may be curtilage listed buildings) 
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structures include examples of the early 19th century ‘set-

piece’, planned developments carried out by Hawkins. The 

Terrace, one of the most architecturally elaborate 

developments in the village, includes 16th or 17th century 

granite window and door dressings said to have come from 

Polrudden Manor that add a Tudor Gothic style. The verandah 

carried on a colonnade of slender Tuscan columns is a 

dominant element of the group. The listing coverage also 

includes a Well House and pump to the rear and All Saints 

Church. The original design intended a similar terrace framing 

the church to the other side creating a symmetrical 

composition, but this was never executed.  

Early 19th century properties along the east side of North 

Road are also listed and although of substantially plainer 

architectural design, form as much a unified architectural 

statement as The Terrace.  

There are a large number of unlisted buildings that make a 

positive contribution to the character and appearance of the 

conservation area. Buildings that are depicted on the 2nd  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

18th century listed bridge forms a 
gateway to the village The Ship Inn, first documented in 

1749 

 

 

 

 

 
Double-fronted properties, West 
End  

Typical single-fronted cottages of 
Pentewan Stone, North Road 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Church of All Saints, The Terrace, 
1821 

Industrial structures of the habour 
are an important part of the 
character of the village 
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edition Ordnance Survey map of c1907 and survive today are 

highlighted on the Built Environment analysis map as ‘Historic 

Buildings’.  

 

 

The more recent, late 20th and 21st century buildings within 

the village have been of mixed success in terms of respecting 

the historic setting and adding to the special character of the 

conservation area. In general, most relate to the grain of the 

valley topography, however, some of the architectural 

detailing, particularly along the west side of North Road is 

detrimental. One of the most striking 20th century additions to 

the village is No. 7 North Road, an uncompromisingly 

modernist architectural statement that responds sensitively to 

its setting in terms of siting and scale, but uses modern 

materials and form.  

Side and rear elevations throughout the village are highly 

visible and should, therefore, be considered as important as 

front elevations. Because of the topography roofscapes are 

also highly visible and therefore important.  

Former Bible Christian chapel, 
Pentewan Hill  

1 and 2 the Square, the extremes 
of scale in the village 

 

 
The Terrace, 1821, distinctive 
colonnade and reused 16th or 17th 
century granite windows  

No. 7 North Road, 
uncompromising modern 
architecture  

  
4-6 The Square, porch bays and 
china clay waste brick dressings 

Side and rear elevations and 
roofscapes are highly visible  
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Materials  

Pentewan is a stone-built village. Common traditional building 

materials include the extensive use of Pentewan Stone in all 

types of buildings from the smallest cottage, prestigious 

church and the major engineering works of the harbour. The 

comprehensive use of this stone is an important element of 

the local distinctiveness of the village. Elsewhere in Cornwall 

this hard grey/buff elvan is largely used for high status work, 

such as medieval churches and grand 18th century houses, 

where it is often used for carved and highly ornamented work 

that could not be achieved in coarser grained granite. In 

Pentewan the stone is often used rough-dressed in informal 

coursing with stone, red or buff brick dressings. Squared and 

coursed stone is used in higher status buildings, though not 

as finely articulated as ashlar construction. The local stone is 

also used as undressed and uncoursed rubble in boundary 

walls creating a strong unity in the palette and textural quality 

of the streetscape.  

There is also extensive use of brown killas rubble stone, 

brought to course and teamed with dressings of contrasting 

grey/buff Pentewan stone.  

A small amount of slate hung wall cladding survives, such as 

the projecting staircase at the Ship Inn, and at 11 The Square. 

This may traditionally have been a more common finish.  

Late 19th century buildings demonstrate the use of imported 

materials and detailing less related to the regional vernacular. 

Stuccoed or rendered elevations are common, although many 

are late 20th and 21st century cement renders, pebble and 

spar dash coverings. Late 19th century render mostly took the 

form of carefully detailed roughcast with stucco dressings. 

Colours are predominantly white, with some pastel shades 

and occasional darker colours.  

The early 20th century use of concrete blocks is a distinctive 

feature of the settlement and a visible reminder of the local 

industry of this period. The buff china clay-waste bricks, such 

as at 4-6 The Square, are another example of innovative 

materials related to local industry. Most of the concrete block 
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structures are utilitarian, industrial buildings and are 

concentrated around the harbour area. The breakwater was 

extended in locally produced concrete block construction in 

1909.  

Roofs are traditionally of slate but many have been replaced 

with artificial, but not generally intrusive, materials. All Saints 

Church retains its original scantle slate roof, with other 

buildings retaining historic dry laid slate coverings. Elsewhere, 

including some of the warehouses along the harbour basin 

and 29 West End (part of The Ship Inn), roofs are of 

corrugated asbestos sheet. Red brick chimneys are common 

with red and buff clay pots. Red ridge tiles are also common, 

with occasional decorative ridge tiles on some of the late 19th 

century buildings.  

Local details 

Architectural detailing is generally restrained and relatively 

plain. Doorways and windows are used as an opportunity for 

enrichment with segmental and round headed openings with a  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An early 19th century boundary 
wall divides the harbour from the 
village and runs from West End to 
The Square 

Ornate historic iron railings, 6 The 
Square 

 

Distinctive mellow Pentewan 
Stone used in the 15th century 
church tower, St Austell  

 

 

High quality external stone stair, 
The Ship  

 
Sometimes signage and 
advertising can detract from the 
special character of the 
conservation areaThe village tourist economy adds 

a splash of colour and vitality 
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mixture of exposed red brick and dressed local stone 

voussoirs, some with keystone details. Sash window fittings 

are common historic survivals. There is a group of distinctive 

casements with horizontal panes seen at West End and North 

Road. Many first floor windows are set directly under the 

eaves, a typical feature of Cornish vernacular construction. 

Windows are generally small in comparison to wall surface, 

especially in the cottages, and deeply set in the thick rubble 

walls, creating deep reveals and a sense of depth to the 

elevations. Windowsills are common with a mixture of thick 

stone sills and thin slate ones, often with a painted finish. 

Later Victorian structures feature bay windows and some 

have gabled dormer windows.  

Porches and porch hood canopies are a common local detail. 

Glazed and unglazed, decorative painted wooden structures 

are a common form.  

Large double doors are a typical feature of the surviving 

industrial buildings in the harbour area.  

The veranda detailing of The Terrace is a distinctive and 

unusual feature that has inspired a neighbouring hillside 

bungalow.  

Roofs are mostly of gable end design but there are also a 

number of hipped patterns. Some of the later structures have 

ornate ridge tiles.  

Boundary treatments to the small front gardens are important 

adding to the sense of enclosure and clearly defining public 

and private areas. Many are of local rubble stone, such as 

along North Road, with decorative painted wooden gates.  

Iron railings are also a distinctive boundary treatment 

including the ornate cast iron examples such as 6 The 

Square.  

Shop fronts are of modern date and detailing with many 

commercial premises set in converted houses and former 

industrial buildings. Some adaptations are of inappropriate 

materials and detailing and large signage, advertising and 

canopies can detract from the special character of the 

conservation area.  
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Streetscape 

Public realm 

Key areas of the village are currently let down by poor public 

realm treatments; in particular The Square, the Harbour and 

West End car park with its poor connections to the rest of the 

village.  

The Square is one of the most important open spaces within 

the settlement but the current public realm treatment masks 

its qualities. The marked division with the adjacent harbour no 

longer makes sense for the post-industrial settlement. The 

existing arrangement of the area reduces its prominence as a 

formal open space, cutting it into smaller components. The 

road and parking dominate the area and ignore the formal, 

rectilinear character of the space, pushing pedestrian use 

away from the harbour into a poorly furnished and surfaced 

triangular space. Prominent overhead cables are a negative 

feature. The Square is an underplayed asset in the village.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Current public realm treatment 
masks the qualities of The Square 

The neglected state of the harbour 
has a negative effect on the rest of 
the village  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

West End car park is poorly laid
out and inadequate during the 
summer season 

 Poor pavement provision is 
partially countered by a link route 
behind the harbour wall 

  
Surviving harbour ephemora adds 
authenticity 

Surviving historic surfacing adds 
richness and interest 
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The neglected state of the harbour has a negative effect on 

the surrounding settlement. Overgrown with vegetation, poorly 

surfaced areas and inappropriate planters reduce the quality 

of this significant historic structure.  

The car park at West End forms an important arrival point to 

the village but is poorly surfaced and laid out. Connections to 

the main areas of the village – The Square and the harbour, 

are limited with no roadside pavement connection. An off road 

pedestrian route, behind the early 19th century harbour wall, is 

not well signed, landscaped and surfaced but has great 

potential for improving the connectivity of the village.  

In general road signage, markings and street furniture, such 

as standard street lamps, extensive double yellow lines and 

prominent overhead cables and telegraph posts, detract from 

the quality and special character of the surrounding historic 

environment. Most of the village streets are not served by 

pavements.  

There are several areas of surviving historic surfacing which 

add interest and textural qualities to the village. An area of 

cobbled surfacing and substantial stone steps survive at The 

Ship, a cobbled pathway survives in the angle between 

Pentewan Hill and North Road and areas of surfacing around 

the harbour, such as the cobbles around the dock gates.  

The harbour area includes important surviving features 

relating to its former industrial use including sluice 

mechanisms, bollards and elements of rail track.  

Greenscape 

The extensive greenscape is a significant element of the 

special character of Pentewan. The beautiful river valleys, 

wooded valley sides and upper slope fields form an immediate 

connection to the surrounding countryside and a green 

backdrop to the village. The terraced gardens and trees of the 

hillside properties also form an important part of this green 

backdrop.  

Within the core of the settlement the small front gardens add 

greenery within the built environment with climbers, shrubs  
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The river valleys form a beautiful 
natural resource strongly linking 
the village to its surroundings 

The flushing reservoirs in the St 
Austell valley are overgrown and 
swamp-like at present   

The wooded hillsides provide a 
green backdrop to the village 

The small front garden plots are 
important to the village character 

  
Brightly coloured hanging baskets 
and Cornish palms add to the 
resort character 

The former Iron Ore Quay is now 
grassed over and used as the pub 
garden 

 

 

and the occasional Cornish palm. Detached garden plots are 

a feature of North Road and Glentowan Road.   

The former iron ore quay has been grassed over and used as 

the pub garden of The Ship. Bunting adds a festive character.  

Planting schemes and containers form part of the public realm 

treatment of The Square, with the use of palms, sub-tropical 

plants and brightly coloured bedding reinforcing the coastal 

resort character of the village.  
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Character Areas 
In addition to identifying broad elements of settlement character that define Pentewan as a whole, three distinct character areas 

have been identified: 

1. The Square 

2. The Harbour 

3. The Residential Village 

 

1 

2

3
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Character area 1: The Square 

• The principal formal public open space in the settlement. 

Together with the harbour forms the heart of the village.  

• Laid out as a planned, rectilinear square on level lying 

reclaimed land adjacent to the harbour. Despite the 

proximity, the two spaces do not relate well, with physical 

and visual barriers dividing these important areas.  

• The surrounding buildings address the open space with a 

certain formality. They have generally kept to the small 

scale set by 2 The Square, one of the earliest surviving 

buildings in the village. 1 The Square is the exception to 

this, set on the corner plot, standing three storeys tall, with 

attic dormers it towers over its neighbour and the open 

space.  

• The built environment has a mixture of rendered elevations 

and exposed stone construction. 7 The Square was rebuilt 

as part of the 2003 flood defence scheme and 11 The 

Square appears to have originated as a harbour related 

industrial structure originally with large doors to the ground 

floor, possibly a fish cellar or boat house.  

• The area is now predominantly in residential use but also 

has a shop and café. A public lavatory block is located 

along the harbour wall.  

• The subdivision of the space with the road, car parking 

and public open area reduces the sense of the area as a 

single large space.  

• The current public realm treatment does not match the 

quality of the area and offers scope for significant 

enhancement. Overhead cables are a prominent negative 

feature.  

• The small front gardens and public planting scheme 

introduces soft landscaping and palms and sub-tropical 

planting reinforces the resort character of the area.  

• Boundary treatments to the front gardens are of low level 

iron railings, including the ornate cast iron examples at 6 

The Square.  
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Character area 2: The Harbour 

• The currently neglected remains of the former industrial 

landscape dominate the village and include the St Austell 

River valley, harbour basin, wharfs and quays and beach 

foreshore. The poor state of repair and under use of this 

area is a significant negative issue in the conservation area.  

• Connections between the harbour, beach and the rest of 

the village are poor. There is no official public footpath or 

right of way within the harbour and foreshore. The early 19th 

century wall that separates the harbour from the village is a 

significant historic element but the division is no longer 

beneficial to the post-industrial settlement. Overcoming this 

dislocation offers significant opportunities for enhancement.   

• The impressive harbour should be viewed as an integrated 

engineered system with key components include the water 

management of the two river valleys with reservoirs and 

sluice controlled leats; the harbour basin sealed by dock 

gates, the quays and wharfs, the surviving harbour-related 

industrial buildings including the weighing machine 

structure on the iron ore quay (now pub garden), the 

locomotive shed on the south quay and the former cellars 

and warehouses along the east quay; the harbour masters 

house; the infilled approach channel to the basin, the 

extended breakwater; and the mineral tramway route.  

• The industrial buildings have a robust character, designed 

as functional buildings often with double doors to ground 

floor. Materials include locally produced concrete block 

construction, with earlier buildings using traditional rubble 

construction with scantle slate roofing.   

• The severance of the harbour basin from the sea has 

diminished the character of the area and led to health and 

safety issues with algal blooms that make the water unsafe.  

• Significant remains of harbour ephemera add a richness 

and authenticity to the area; surviving bollards, chains, rail 

tracks and various remnant mechanisms.  

• The leisure use of the area includes the Sailing Club that 

adds a vitality in an otherwise underused area.  
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The Harbour 
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Character area 3: The Residential Village 

• Predominantly residential area of the village with some 

commercial premises in converted properties.  

• Development is split between valley floor ribbon developed 

cottage rows that line the roads and hillside developments 

generally of larger, detached properties set in substantial 

gardens. Glentowan Road and North Road face each other 

across the Glentowan valley.  

• Important architectural forms include: 

- Linear set-piece speculative developments, such as 

North Road and The Terrace  

- Single and double fronted cottage rows, including a 

mixture of exposed Pentewan Stone, killas and rendered 

elevations.  

• Key buildings include: 

- All Saint’s Church  

- The Terrace 

- Converted chapels – the village hall at Glentowan Road 

and flats at Pentewan Hill  

- Industrial remains of the lime kilns at North Road and 

West End 

• The area forms an important backdrop to the harbour with 

the stacked hillside development tightly enclosing the valley 

floor core of the settlement.  

• Gardens and greenscape are important. In the valley floor 

small front gardens with rubble walls and iron railed 

boundary treatments are an important feature. Climbers up 

walls and porches are common and soften the built 

environment.  

• Trees in the river valleys and hillsides form a green 

backdrop to village views and are an important character 

element. The former flushing pond survives in a reduced 

form as a pond behind The Square. 

• Some of the infill development fails to respect the character 

of its setting in terms of massing, scale and detailing.   
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5 Negative features and issues 

 
There are a number of negative features and issues within the 

conservation area.  

Neglected and underused historic industrial 
landscape 
The neglected condition of the important historic industrial 

landscape is a significant negative issue within the 

conservation area and is currently undermining the quality of 

the village as a whole.  

The harbour’s natural role as a focus for the village is currently 

unfulfilled; not only severed from the sea, it is also 

disconnected from the settlement by its derelict character, 

underuse and poor state of repair. Pentewan’s most important 

asset is currently wasted.  

Poor connections 
Poor connections within the village are a negative feature of 

the conservation area.  

Physical and visual connections between The Square and the 

harbour are poor and reinforce the disconnection of the 

harbour from the rest of the village.  

The pedestrian network throughout the village is relatively 

limited as many of the roads have no footpaths. In particular 

pedestrian links from the West End car park to The Square, 

harbour and beach are poor.  

Public realm 
The public realm treatment of The Square undermines the 

quality of this important public open space. The spatial 

qualities of the area are masked by the current subdivided 

layout and the quality of the materials and design of the street 

furniture fails to match that of the surrounding historic 

environment. As in other areas of the village, overhead cables 

are a prominent negative feature.  

Elsewhere, the use of standard street furniture and signage 

fails to respect the special character of the village and 

detracts from the quality of the conservation area.  
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Traffic, traffic management and parking 
Traffic congestion during the summer season significantly 

impacts on the quality and appreciation of the conservation 

area.  

The 18th century bridge is a single carriageway and forms a 

pinch point in the village’s road network. There is a limited 

traffic capacity past the bridge. Many of the village roads have 

no footways and this leads to a perception of conflict between 

pedestrians and traffic.  

Pressures for parking from residents and visitors exceeds the 

limited amount of car parking space available in the village 

during peak times and leads to congestion within the village. 

Few properties have parking provision and this has led to 

pressure for the removal of boundary walls and the conversion 

of gardens to hard standing that has eroded the character of 

the conservation area, for example along North Road.  

Traffic management measures also have a tendency to 

distract from the visual appearance of the conservation area, 

particularly in the area of The Square.  

Loss of historic architectural features, 
inappropriate alterations and additions 
Given the limited listed building coverage within the village, it 

is not surprising that incremental loss of historic architectural 

features and inappropriate alterations and additions is an 

issue in the conservation area. The replacement of windows, 

doors, traditional wall surfaces and particularly roof coverings 

with inappropriate materials and designs erodes special 

character. Such changes not only negatively affect individual 

buildings, they also affect the wider street scene.  

Inappropriate surface finishes and claddings, intrusive 

skylights and poor shop conversions and porch additions are 

examples that detract from the special character of Pentewan.  

‘Anywhere’ new development 
Recent development in Pentewan has been of mixed 

success. Too many of the more recent buildings have an 

‘Anywhere’ quality, often failing to respect and positively add 

to the locally distinctive architectural form, match the quality of 

materials, scale, design and massing of its built environment. 
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As a result some of this development has eroded, rather than 

enhanced the special character of the village.  

The threat of further inappropriate development is an issue in 

the conservation area and its setting.  

Visual impact of the caravan park 
The extensive caravan park to the south of the conservation 

area has a negative visual impact on its sensitive setting. To 

some extent it is shielded in local views from the harbour by 

the single storey workshops on the South Quay. However, it 

forms the dominant element of many wider landscape views 

and is visually out of scale with the village.   

Flood risk, climate change and the historic 
environment 
The risk of flooding is a complex issue within Pentewan due to 

its topographical location at the coastal mouth of two rivers. 

Flood defence work has been undertaken along the water 

channels but much of the settlement continues to be classified 

as flood plain by the Environment Agency and at threat from 

both river and coastal flooding. Flood risk is therefore a major 

planning consideration for all new development within the 

village.  

Climate change has the potential to seriously damage the 

historic environment of Pentewan. Rising sea levels causing 

coastal erosion, more frequent and severe flooding and the 

possible increase in the frequency of extreme weather all 

have the potential to damage historic buildings, landscapes 

and archaeology.  

Equally, measures addressing climate change, and the need 

for the reduction of carbon dioxide levels may also have an 

impact on the special character of the conservation area.  
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6 Management Proposals 

Conservation area boundary review 

The conservation area boundary has been reviewed and a 

number of extensions are proposed:  

• An extension to the west of the bridge to include the former 

Board School by Silvanus Trevail of 1873 and the listed 

early 19th century pump house related to the tin streaming 

works.  

• An extension to include the four reservoir lagoons, leats 

and straightened course of the river in the St Austell valley.  

The Conservation Area is tightly drawn to ensure that the 

designation is not devalued. It does not mean that features 

outside the defined area are of no historic interest. The 

designation is not generally an appropriate means of 

protecting the wider natural landscape. This can be more 

appropriately managed through its designation as part of the 

Cornwall AONB and Heritage Coast, informed by the Historic 

Landscape Characterisation of 1994 and the emerging 

Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Landscape Study.  

The setting of a conservation area is a material consideration 

within the planning process and setting issues will be 

considered as part of the positive conservation management 

of the settlement.  

Prior to any change in the designated area, appropriate 

protection for the important area of woodland behind All 

Saints Church should be secured through the relevant tree 

preservation order procedure.  

Recommendation: Extend the conservation area to 
include additional areas of special architectural and 
historic interest.  
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Recommended amendments to the 
conservation area 
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Local list 

The low coverage of nationally listed structures does not 

reflect the local importance of much of the historic building 

stock of the conservation area. English Heritage, PPG15 and 

the Heritage Protection White Paper ‘Heritage Protection for 

the 21st century’ encourage local authorities to designate lists 

of locally important buildings and to formulate local framework 

policies for their protection.  

As part of the ongoing Heritage Protection reforms, English 

Heritage will produce standardisation criteria and good 

practice guidance for such local listing. This appraisal 

identifies surviving unlisted historic buildings that are shown 

on the 2nd edition Ordnance Survey map of c1907 and could 

form the basis for the production of the local list.  

Recommendation: The Council will consider establishing 
a register of locally important historic buildings in light of 
the recommendations made in the ongoing Heritage 
Protection reforms.  

 

Article 4 (2) Directions 

The incremental loss of historic architectural detail and 

inappropriate alterations to historic buildings has been 

identified as a negative issue affecting the special character of 

the conservation area. Few of the settlement’s historic 

buildings are protected by listed building designation and 

therefore the introduction of an Article 4 (2) Direction should 

be considered to protect the special character of the 

residential unlisted historic buildings within the conservation 

area.  

Article 4 (2) Directions work by removing certain permitted 

development rights allowing greater control over changes to 

elevations, boundaries and materials. The Direction has to 

specify a prescribed range of development that materially 

affects some aspects of the external appearance of unlisted 

dwelling houses that may normally be altered under ‘permitted 

development rights’, for example: 

• Removal or replacement of any door or window 
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• Replacement of painted finishes with stains on woodwork 

or joinery 

• Erection, alteration or removal of chimneys or flues 

• Addition of porches, carports and sheds 

• Changes to wall surface treatments including the painting 

of previously unpainted elevations, the additions of renders 

or claddings 

• Changes of roof materials and installation of roof lights 

• Demolition or alteration of boundary treatments 

Such Directions can only be used where there is reliable 

evidence to suggest that otherwise permitted development is 

likely to take place that would damage an interest of 

acknowledged importance and which would therefore be in 

the public interest to bring within full planning control. To 

designate such a Direction local authorities must consult local 

people and take into account public views. To become 

effective, notice of the Direction has to be advertised in a local 

paper and notice should usually be served to the owners and 

occupiers of all affected properties.  

Recommendation: The Council will consider the 
introduction of an Article 4 (2) Direction to protect 
significant historic features and details on unlisted 
dwellings within the conservation area.   

Conservation-led regeneration of the harbour 

Proposals for the regeneration of the harbour have been 

under development for a significant period. The issues of the 

site are complex and include its sensitivity and historic 

importance as well as the combination of significantly high 

river and coastal flood risk concerns. Work continues to bring 

forward a planning application and details of the emerging 

scheme will not be commented on here. Comments here are 

restricted to broad statements based on positive conservation 

management and enhancement recommendations.  

The neglected condition of the harbour is the most significant 

negative issue in the conservation area. As well as the 

incremental damage occurring to the important listed 
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structure, its current condition means that the most important 

asset of the village is currently underplayed. Appropriate 

redevelopment of this important area provides the opportunity 

to significantly enhance the conservation area, safeguard an 

important historic complex and provide additional facilities and 

opportunities for the community. In particular the 

Regeneration Action Plan identifies the need for affordable 

housing, a diversification in employment opportunities and the 

changing nature of the UK tourism market.  

Appropriate redevelopment of the harbour area offers an 

exciting opportunity to:  

• Maximise the positive potential of the harbour by re-

establishing it as heart and focus of the village   

• Re-inject the area with a sense of life, industry and 

commerce that was for so long a key element of its 

character 

• Retain the important industrial and maritime character of 

the area 

• Reintegrate the harbour and the village by improving the 

physical and visual connections between the two 

• Improve connections to the beach 

• Secure the physical condition of the listed harbour complex 

and significant positive unlisted elements such as the 

weighbridge building and locomotive shed 

• Improve the public realm of the harbour 

• Potentially improve the water quality of the harbour basin 

• Celebrate the historic significance of the complex and 

make the interesting history of Pentewan more accessible 

through improved interpretation. Heritage Lottery grants 

may provide a suitable form of funding for such ventures.  

Although the comprehensive regeneration of the area is a 

long-term aspiration a number of protection and enhancement 

opportunities can be progressed in the short and medium 

term. For example basic maintenance such as the removal 

and ongoing management of vegetation from the listed 
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harbour structure is a high priority for action in order to 

prevent further costly damage being caused by root action.  

The severance of the harbour basin from the sea has 

diminished the special character of the conservation area. The 

reconnection of the basin should be a long-term aspiration 

and any development must ensure that such proposals in the 

future are not prejudiced.  

A detailed understanding of the significance of elements of 

the harbour complex should inform regeneration proposals 

and future management plans for the area. In particular a 

detailed audit of standing buildings, structures and surviving 

harbour related ephemera including historic surfaces, fixtures 

and fittings would be of use to ensure a thorough 

understanding and accurate record of the site. Consideration 

of belowground archaeological deposits should also be 

factored into any proposed developments from an early stage 

in terms of assessment of significance and requirement for 

archaeological recording.  

Recommendation: The Council will continue to work with 
its partners to bring forward and secure the appropriate 
redevelopment of the harbour in order to safeguard this 
significant historic complex and re-establish it as the 
vibrant heart of the village.  

New development in the conservation area 

To be successful, any new development in the conservation 

area and its setting needs to be mindful of the local character 

of the village, while at the same time being distinctly of the 

21st century. Poorly designed and detailed ‘pastiche’ 

development can be as eroding to special character as 

development that shows no regard for its setting. Any future 

development provides the exciting opportunity to add 

sustainable, high quality, well designed, locally distinctive 21st 

century architecture to the built environment of the village.  

Successful new development in historic areas will: 

• Relate well to the geography and history of the place and 

the lie of the land 
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• Sit happily in the pattern of existing development and 

routes through and around it 

• Respect important views 

• Respect the scale of neighbouring buildings 

• Use materials and building methods which are as high in 

quality as those used in existing buildings 

• Create new views and juxtapositions which add to the 

variety and texture of their setting. 

Cabe and English Heritage, 2001, ‘Building in Context: New 

development in historic areas’.  

 
Recommendation: Ensure that all new development in 
and around the conservation area is sustainable, high 
quality, well designed, 21st century architecture that 
responds to its historic context in terms of its urban 
design (eg layout and density) and its architectural 
design (eg scale, form, quality of materials and building 
methods).  

 

Improving connections within the village 

Improving connections and the interrelationship between key 

areas of the village would significantly enhance the 

conservation area and ensure that the settlement operates as 

an integrated whole rather than as a number of isolated 

areas. Key connections for enhancement include:  

• Relationship between the harbour and the surrounding 

village – in particular with The Square and pedestrian 

connections with the car park. 

• Relationship between the beach and the settlement – in 

particular links from the harbour, car park and caravan 

park. 

A united harbour and Square has the potential to be a strong 

focal point of the village and any redevelopment of the 

harbour and public realm improvements to The Square should 

aim to reconnect these key areas.  

Improvements to pedestrian networks and public realm 

upgrading of existing off-road footpaths would also strengthen 
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village connections. The existing footpath, running along the 

1839 harbour wall, has significant potential for environmental 

upgrading and better signage. It could provide a safe 

pedestrian route directly from the car park to The Square, 

harbour and beach.  

Recommendation: Promote and improve the 
interconnection of key areas of the settlement to ensure 
that the village operates as an integrated whole.  

Traffic and traffic management 

Traffic has been identified as a negative issue within the 

conservation area and a key objective of the Regeneration 

Action Plan is to ‘Reduce traffic within the village and improve 

car parking facilities’. Provision of an additional car park 

located to the west of the 18th century listed bridge has been 

suggested. Reduction of traffic pressure would enhance the 

existing conservation area and allow a better appreciation of 

the special character of the village. Design of any additional 

car parking facility to the west of the bridge should seek to 

enhance this important gateway to the village and respect the 

listed pump house and significant historic school building. 

Securing good pedestrian routes to the beach and village 

would also be an essential part of the proposal.  

Recommendation: The Council will work with its partners 
to promote measures that reduce the negative impact of 
traffic and traffic management in the conservation area.  

Public realm enhancements 

Pentewan’s public realm is relatively uncluttered and features 

a number of significant historic survivals, especially within the 

harbour area. However, there are opportunities for significant 

enhancement and the Regeneration Action Plan highlights 

public realm and natural environment enhancements as one 

of the key regeneration objectives for the village. It states ‘it is 

important that the public realm reflects the distinctiveness and 

character of the village and that appropriate materials and 

street furniture are used which complement the ambience of 

the village’. Key public realm enhancements include: 

• The Square – the spatial quality of this important public 

open space, the surrounding historic buildings and the 
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interconnection with the harbour should be the dominant 

factors in any revised public realm treatment. These 

features provide the unique character of the space and the 

public realm treatment does not need to add any additional 

gimmicks or focal points. A successful scheme, that will 

stand the test of time, will use high quality materials and 

simple detailing. Resiting of the public lavatories and South 

West Water pumping station would allow the beneficial 

opening up of the area with the harbour quay side.  

• The Harbour – it is important to retain the industrial 

character of the public realm of the harbour in any 

redevelopment proposals. A simple, uncluttered public 

realm highlighting the surviving historic features would 

allow the inherent qualities of the basin and landscape 

setting to be the dominant features. Sensitive handling of 

this area is required to ensure that it is not suburbanised.  

• Street clutter and signage audit to identify opportunities to 

remove redundant features and consolidate and group 

necessary signage and street fittings.  

• Replacement of standard street furniture items and traffic 

signage with fittings more sensitively designed to respond 

to the quality and special character of the conservation 

area.   

• Reduction of the impact of overhead lines through a 

programme of undergrounding, particularly in The Square.  

• Gateway enhancements around the bridge  

Recommendation: The Council will work with its partners 
to promote public realm enhancements within the 
conservation area as opportunities arise, and will ensure 
that future public realm works respect and enhance the 
special character of the conservation area.  

Natural environment setting 

The beautiful natural setting of the village is an important part 

of its special character and should be capitalised on and 

enhanced. The South West Coastal Path and the mineral 

tramway leisure trail are popular routes that already provide 

good accessibility to the surrounding countryside. Public 

footpaths also provide access to the Pentewan Valley. 
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Promotion of these routes could highlight the heritage interest 

of the settlement and its surroundings; the mineral tramway 

and its connections with mining, tin streaming and china clay 

extraction; the engineered manipulation of the natural 

landscape and water management system of the harbour and 

the Pentewan Stone quarries to the north of the settlement.  

One of the recommended extensions to the conservation area 

includes the four reservoir lagoons in the St Austell Valley. 

These structures are currently overgrown and in a neglected 

condition. A restoration project to clean out the pools and 

manage them as a wildlife reserve with heritage interpretation 

would create a unique asset and safeguard this important 

element of the harbour complex. Organisations such as the 

British Trust for Conservation Volunteers (BTCV) may be 

interested in assisting in such a project. The historic water 

management system may have the potential to be of 

functional use in terms of improving the water condition of the 

harbour basin and as part of the flood relief defences of the 

village.  

The caravan park has a significant visual impact on the setting 

of the village and environmental improvements to make it less 

intrusive would be an enhancement to the conservation area 

and the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).  

Recommendation: Promote and enhance the important 
links between the conservation area and its natural 
environment.   
Safeguard the unique asset of the four harbour-flushing 
reservoirs in the St Austell Valley. Explore the 
possibilities to manage them as a wildlife reserve.  
Reduce the negative impact of the caravan park through 
landscaping improvements.  

Heritage related opportunities 

One of the key regeneration objectives identified in the 

Regeneration Action Plan is to ‘Emphasis and enhance the 

cultural and industrial heritage of the village’. As well as the 

physical conservation of the historic environment that will be 

achieved through the regeneration of the harbour, there are 

also significant opportunities to make the interesting history of 

the settlement more accessible through improved 
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interpretation and celebration of Pentewan’s special 

character. Village trails and wider landscape walks, 

interpretation boards and guides can use the surviving historic 

environment to tell the story of the village’s development and 

industrial past. The village has an active Old Cornwall Society 

who could play a leading role in such outreach projects and 

who have already successfully secured a Heritage Lottery 

Grant to digitally preserve their extensive historic photograph 

collection.  

Interventions such as coastal defence systems, any further 

flood defence works, the greater use of renewable energy 

technologies and eco friendly development, would need to be 

sensitive to the historic setting and will be evaluated on a 

case-by-case basis. However, ultimately the historic 

environment is made up of evidence of how we have adapted 

and evolved in response to new pressures and opportunities 

and it is likely that one of the defining features of 21st century 

development will be our response to the challenges of climate 

change.  Recommendation: The Council will explore and 
encourage opportunities for the celebration of the special 
architectural and historic interest of the conservation 
area.   

Recommendation: The Council will work with its partners, 
and establish itself as a community leader, in the 
response to the challenges of climate change.  
 Responding to the challenge of climate 

change  

Sustainable development lies at the heart of the Council’s 

planning policy and Cornwall is committed to becoming one of 

the UK’s most sustainable places.  
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